New Approach + New Therapies
UNPRECEDENTED RESULTS

Restore your Mind. Reclaim your Life.

Dr. J Douglas Brown
Board Certified Neurology - Chiropractic

Attend our Seminar because once you understand more about why our new therapies are so effective, you will understand how so many people with brain disorders in their past have been able to return to a balanced and productive life.

Call Today for an Appointment
(251) 597-8787
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New Exams and Treatments Dr. J Douglas Brown uses specialized diagnostic tests to identify pathways that need correction, then employs proprietary neurological exercises and procedures to correct them.

The Difference Typical therapies combined with medications can take years. Dr. Brown’s patients normally experience dramatic improvements in about weeks, and therapy most often lasts less than ten weeks. Lifetime Benefits When stimulation that is properly designed and controlled is applied to the brain … the brain improves.

Most Brain Disorders can be improved including dementia, depression, ADD, ADHD, stroke, Autism Spectrum, learning and behavior, PTSD, memory loss, Alzheimer’s and many others. Someone you love might be dramatically better after just a few weeks of therapy.

Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) Is a developmental disorder caused by differences in the brain’s pathways. Pathways have failed to develop properly, or failed to properly connect to other brain segments. Because of pathway differences, some ASD patients display beneficial talents, while others face severe challenges. These pathways can be corrected leading to a better life for ASD patients and their loved ones.

Brain cell DNA usually changes quickly, and the improvements may last a lifetime.

Reclaim Your Life Do not resign yourself to living with a brain disorder. Call today and ask if help is available.

The Overall Program for treatment of depression usually lasts five weeks, with treatment sessions four days of each week; twenty sessions total. Dementia and Alzheimer’s treatments usually require at least twelve weeks, with treatment four days each week; forty sessions total. Your program may vary.

The Initial Appointment with Dr. Brown takes about ninety minutes, during which time he will accomplish a Neurological Assessment and Profile, determine your brains condition, and map out a plan to correct the pathway(s) causing brain disorder and interrupting your life.

Most Treatment Sessions with Dr. Brown are less than one hour long. During that time you may perform several therapy exercises tailored to the specific brain pathway activation your brain needs for balanced performance.

For Children the routine is customized each week as needed during a four week intensive care program that also entails necessary homework for the child patient and their parents. Dr. Brown will teach the parents proper coaching for each child so their improvements may last their lifetime.

For Adults we may advise Deep Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation, which has been producing the greatest results for correcting the symptoms of dementia, depression, ADD, ADHD, PTSD (we are just beginning Alzheimer’s research; if you are interested in participating please contact us now).

Maintenance Therapy is Available. New trauma may happen in your life; death of a loved one, illnesses and accidents. Patients return for just the fewest sessions needed to restore normal brain performance.

Call Today for an Appointment
(251) 597-8787